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Very few historical associations are concerned
about forensic authenticity. Unusually Bach is
played on valveless trumpets or Mozart on his-
toric pianos.

Many historical marching bands move with the times.
They play instruments that visually fit into the histori-
cal picture but where modern technology means sig-
nificant benefits in terms of sound and handling. In
an era of shortage of time musicians especially want
one thing: to have fun and joy on drums with his
instrument! For all those marching bands, we offer
hybrid models that embody a balance between
modern drum and historical setting.

Design features

waterproof bonded plywood shell, rims made from torsion resistant hard wood, chromed fittings, in claws sunk-in tension screws,
removable control ring #243, strainer ZA-ABH-0467-000, deco rope, genuine leather tensioners, multi-angle carrying bar #8820,
extra padded leg rest of the 600 series (stainless steel), tuning key

Item-# Shell/Bowl (Inch) Shell/Bowl (cm) Batter head Snare head Tension Screws Leather tensioners Weight (lbs / kg)

MP-AQV-1412-2HH 14" x 12" 35,5 x 30,0 PowerStroke Force III WeatherKing 16 8 4.5
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Product Features

Antique walnut
A special patina gives the
instruments that individuality
that breathes the mist of cen-
turies. A touch of time.The
combinati...

Rope lock
An integrated rope lock pre-
vents the rope from falling down
when changing the head.

Hemp rope
The rope is made from genui-
ne hemp, one of World’s the
oldest agricultural crops.
Hemp and flax have long been
the most important ...

Leather tensioners
These tensioners are made
from genuine leather. Because
of their unique design and the
roughened inside the drums can
be tuned opt...

Stainless Carrying Ring
If a snare drum is carried with
a sling the drum gains hold by
an additional stabilisator strap
that can be hooked at that
serial ...

Equipment

FiberSkyn
Characteristical is a well-ba-
lanced combination of projecti-
on, attack and warmth.

Carrying Bar
This historic carrying bar is
made from robust cast and firm-
ly attached to the wooden rim.

Additional Equipment
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Stretch Resistant Rope
This rope was developed for
highest loads and weather
resistance. It’s appearance is
similar to standard ropes in
different colour...

Tensioner Colours
Other tensioner colors are
available on request.

Rope Colours
Other rope colors are availab-
le on request.
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Very few historical associations are concerned
about forensic authenticity. Unusually Bach is
played on valveless trumpets or Mozart on histo-
ric pianos.

Many historical marching bands move with the times.
They play instruments that visually fit into the histori-
cal picture but where modern technology means sig-
nificant benefits in terms of sound and handling. In an
era of shortage of time musicians especially want one
thing: to have fun and joy on drums with his instru-
ment!
For all those marching bands, we offer hybrid models
that embody a balance between modern drum and
historical setting.
Tension screws enable the separate equal tuning of
batter and snare side head as well as a quick and
trouble-free head change; the additional deco rope

keeps the visual relation to the historic instrument. An integrated rope lock prevents the rope from falling down when changing the
head.
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Space for your notes
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